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Effective interaction between helical biomolecules
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The effective interaction between two parallel strands of helical biomolecules, such as deoxyribose nucleic
acids~DNA!, is calculated using computer simulations of the ‘‘primitive’’ model of electrolytes. In particular
we study a simple model for B-DNA incorporating explicitly its charge pattern as a double-helix structure. The
effective force and the effective torque exerted onto the molecules depend on the central distance and on the
relative orientation. The contributions of nonlinear screening by monovalent counterions to these forces and
torques are analyzed and calculated for different salt concentrations. As a result, we find that the sign of the
force depends sensitively on the relative orientation. For intermolecular distances smaller than 6 Å it can be
both attractive and repulsive. Furthermore, we report a nonmonotonic behavior of the effective force for
increasing salt concentration. Both features cannot be described within linear screening theories. For large
distances, on the other hand, the results agree with linear screening theories provided the charge of the
biomolecules is suitably renormalized.

PACS number~s!: 87.15.Kg, 61.20.Ja, 82.70.Dd, 87.10.1e
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I. INTRODUCTION

Aqueous solutions of helical biomolecules like deoxy
bose nucleic acids~DNA! are typically highly charged suc
that electrostatic interactions play an important role in ma
aspects of their structure and function@1–6#. Understanding
the total effective interaction between two helical molecu
is important since this governs the self-assembly of biom
ecules, like bundle formation and DNA condensation
compaction which in turn is fundamental for gene delive
and gene therapy. In aqueous solution, such rodlike polye
trolytes release counterions in the solution which ensure
bal charge neutrality of the system. Together with the
counterions, there are, in general, added salt ions disso
in the solution. The thermal ions screen the bare electros
interactions between the biomolecules, such that the ef
tive interaction between them is expected to become we
than the direct Coulomb repulsion. For very high concen
tions of biomolecules or short distances even a mutual att
tion due to counterion ‘‘overscreening’’ is conceivab
@7–24#.

In this paper, we study the effective interaction betwe
two parallel helical biomolecules. In particular, we inves
gate how the electrostatic interactions are influenced by
tails of the charge pattern on the biological macromolecu
In fact, in many cases, as, e.g., for DNA molecules,
charge pattern on the molecules is not uniform but exhi
an intrinsic helix structure. If two parallel helical molecule
are nearby, this helix structure will induce an interaction t
depends on the relative orientation of the two helices. O
studies are based on computer simulation of the ‘‘primitiv
model of electrolytes@25#. In particular we study a simple
model for B-DNA. This model explicitly takes into accoun
the double-helical charge pattern along the DNA strand
also accounts for the molecular shape by modeling the m
and minor grooves along the strand. The charged counter
and salt ions in the solutions are explicitly incorporated in
our model. On the other hand, the water molecules only c
PRE 621063-651X/2000/62~4!/5542~15!/$15.00
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stitute a continuous background with a dielectric constane
screening the Coulomb interactions. Hence the discrete
ture of the solvent is neglected as well as more subtle eff
as image charges induced by dielectric discontinuities at
DNA-water boundary@26–29#, hydration effects due to the
affection of the hydrophilic surface to the interfacial laye
of water @30–35#, and spatial dependent dielectric consta
resulting from the decreasing water mobility in confinin
geometries and from saturation effects induced by water
larization near the highly charged molecular surfaces@36–
41#.

Our motivation to consider such a simple primitive mod
is threefold: First, though solvent effects seem to be relev
they should average out on a length scale which is lar
than the range of the microscopic sizes. Hence the elec
static effects are expected to dominate the total effective
teractions. Second, it is justified to study a simple mo
completely and then adapt it by introducing more degrees
freedom in order to better match the experimental situati
Our philosophy is indeed to understand the principles o
simple model first and then turn step by step to more co
plicated models. Third, even within the primitive approac
there are many unsolved problems and unexpected eff
such as mutual attraction of equally charged particles. O
computer simulation method has the advantage that ‘‘exa
results are obtained that reflect directly the nature of
model. Hence we get rid of any approximation inherent in
theoretical description. Consequently, the dependence o
effective interactions on a model parameter can system
cally be studied and the trends can be compared to exp
ments. In this respect our model is superior to previous st
ies that describe the counterion screening by linear Deb
Hückel @39,42,4,43# or nonlinear Poisson-Boltzmann theo
@26,4,44–51# and even to recent approaches that include
proximatively counterion correlations@52,53#. We also em-
phasize that one main goal of the paper is to incorporate
molecular shape and charge pattern explicitly which is m
eled in many studies simply as a homogeneously char
5542 ©2000 The American Physical Society
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PRE 62 5543EFFECTIVE INTERACTION BETWEEN HELICAL . . .
cylinder @39,4,54,55#. In fact we find that the double-helix
structure has an important influence on the effective inte
tion for surface-to-surface separations smaller than 6 Å
detail, the interaction can be both repulsive and attrac
depending on the relative orientation and the mutual dista
between two parallel DNA strands. This effect which is typ
cally ignored in the charged-cylinder model for DNA wi
significantly affect the self-assembly of parallel smectic la
ers of DNA fragments and may result in unusual crystall
structures at high concentrations.

Let us also mention that many theoretical studies invo
only a single DNA molecule@56–59,3#. To extract the effec-
tive interaction, however, one has at least to include t
molecules in the model which is the purpose of the pres
paper. In this study we only consider monovalent count
ons. Multivalent counterions and a more detailed survey
the influence of model parameters on the effective inter
tions will be considered in a subsequent publication.

The remainder of paper is organized as follows. In Sec
we present the details of the model used in this paper. S
tion III describes the target quantities of the applied mod
Simulation details are presented in Sec. IV. Theories ba
on linear screening approaches such as the homogene
charged cylinder model, the Yukawa segment model and
Kornyshev-Leikin theory@60# are shortly discussed in Se
V. Results of the simulation and their comparison to line
screening theories are contained in Secs. VI–VIII for t
point-charge model, the grooved model, and added salt
spectively. We conclude in Sec. IX.

II. THE MODEL

The charge pattern and the shape of a single B-DNA m
ecule is basically governed by the phosphate groups w
exhibit a double-helix structure with right-hand helicity. W
model this by an infinitely long neutral hard cylinder or
ented in thez direction with additional charged hard spher
whose centers are located on the cylindrical surface. E
charged sphere describes a phosphate group and henc
spheres form a double-helix structure. In detail, the effec
cylindrical diameter D is commonly chosen to beD
520 Å @61,62,49#. The spheres are monovalent, i.e., th
chargeqp,0 corresponds to one elementary chargee.0,
qp52e, and they have an effective diameterdp . We do not
fix dp but keep it as an additional~formal! parameter in the
range betweendp50.2 Å ~practically the pointlike charge
limit ! to dp56 Å ~to incorporate a groove geometry for th
molecule!. Furthermore, the helical pitch length isP
534 Å; the number of charged spheres per pitch length~or
per helical turn! is 20, with ten charges per strand. Cons
quently, successive charges on the same strand are disp
by an azimuthal angle of 36° corresponding to a charge s
ing of 3.4 Å in z direction. In a plane perpendicular to thez
direction, phosphate groups of the two different helices
separated by an azimuthal angle offs5144°, see Fig. 1,
fixing the minor and the major helical groove along the DN
molecule.

We place the discrete charges on the two different hel
such that two of them fall in a common plane perpendicu
to thez axis, see again Fig. 1. The total line charge dens
along the DNA molecule is thenl520.59e/Å.
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The second DNA molecule is considered to be paralle
the first one in our studies. The separation between the
cylinder origins isR; we also introduce the surface-to-surfa
separationh5R2D. The position of the two double helice
can be described by a relative angle differencef between
the two azimuthal angles describing the position of the b
tom helix with respect to a fixed axis in thexy plane. This is
illustrated in Fig. 1. The relative orientationf is the key
quantity in describing the angle dependence of the for
induced by the helical structure. We remark that we o
study a situation where the discrete phosphates from dif
ent DNA strands possess the samez coordinates forf50.
Small shifts in thez coordinate are not expected to chan
the results significantly. A further parameter characteriz
the discrete location of the phosphate charges along
strands is the azimuthal anglef0 of a phosphate charge wit
respect to the cylinder separation vector, see again Fig. 1
results are periodic inf0 with a periodicity of 36°.

In addition to the DNA molecules we describe the cou
terions by charged hard spheres of diameterdc and charge
qc . The counterions are held at room temperatureT
5298 K. Their concentration is fixed by the charge of t
DNA molecules due to the constraint of global charge n
trality. Also, additional salt ions with chargesq1 and q2 ,
modeled as charged hard spheres of diametersd1 and d2 ,
are incorporated into our model. The salt concentration
denoted byCs . The discrete nature of the solvent, howev
is neglected completely.

The interactions between the mobile ions and phosph
charges are described within the framework of the primit
model as a combination of excluded volume and Coulo
interactions screened by the dielectric constante of the sol-
vent. The corresponding pair interaction potential betwe
the different charged hard spheres is

Vi j ~r !5H ` for r<~di1dj !/2

qiqje
2

er
for r .~di1dj !/2,

~1!

where r is the interparticle separation andi , j are indices
denoting the different particles species. Possible valuesi

FIG. 1. A schematic picture explaining the positions of DN
molecules and the definition of the different azimuthal ang
f0 ,f,fs . For further information see text.
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5544 PRE 62E. ALLAHYAROV AND H. LÖ WEN
and j arec ~for counterions!, 1,2 ~for positively and nega-
tively charged salt ions!, and p ~for phosphate groups!. In
addition, there is an interaction potentialVi

0 between the
DNA hard cylinder and the free ionsi 5c,1,2 which is of
simple excluded volume form such that these ions can
penetrate into the cylinder. Due to the length of this pa
and the large number of quantities, we summarize mos
our notation in Table I.

III. TARGET QUANTITIES

Our target quantities are equilibrium statistical avera
for the local counterion and salt ion densities and the eff
tive forces and torques exerted onto the biomolecules.
that purpose we consider a slightly more general situa
with N parallel DNA molecules contained in a system
volume V. The cylinder centers are fixed at positionsRW i( i
51, . . . ,N) in the xy plane. We further assume that the
areNc counterions andN1 ,N2 salt ions in the same system

TABLE I. List of key variables.

D DNA diameter
dc counterion diameter
dp phosphate diameter
d1 ,d2 salt ion diameters
P helical pitch length
L length of simulation box
e dielectric constant of DNA and water
T temperature
Np number of phosphates in the simulation box
Nc number of counterions in the simulation box
Ns number of salt ion pairs in the simulation box
Cs salt concentration
qc counterion valency
qp phosphate valency
q1 ,q2 salt ion valencies
l linear charge density of the DNA molecule
lB Bjerrum length
Gpc coupling parameter between phosphates and counteri
F interaction force per pitch length
F0 used unit for force,F05( e

4D )2

M torque acting onto the DNA molecules
R interaxial separation between DNA molecules
h surface-to-surface separation between DNA molecule
f relative orientational angle between two DNA molecule
f0 reference orientational angle for one DNA molecule
F (HC) interaction force per pitch length within the

homogeneously charged cylinder model
lD Debye screening length
F (YS) interaction force per pitch length within the Yukawa

segment model
r p* effective phosphate radius in the Yukawa segment mo
qp* effective phosphate charge in the Yukawa segment mo
z size correction factor in the Yukawa segment model
F (KL) interaction force per pitch length within

Kornyshev-Leikin theory
u condensation parameter of counterions
ot
r

of

s
-

or
n

By this we obtain partial concentrationsnc5Nc /V,n1

5N1 /V,n25N2 /V of counterions and salt ions.
First we define the equilibrium number density profil

r j (rW)( j 5c,1,2) of the mobile ions in the presence of th
fixed phosphate groups via

r j~rW !5K (
i 51

Nj

d~rW2rW i
j !L . ~2!

Here$rW i
j% denote the positions of thei th particle of speciesj.

The canonical average^•••& over an$rW i
j%-dependent quantity

A is defined via the classical trace

^A&5
1

Z H )
k51

Nc E d3r k
cJ H )

m51

N1 E d3r m
1J H )

n51

N2 E d3r n
2J

3expS 2b (
i 5c,1,2

FVi
01 (

j 5c,p,1,2
Ui j G D 3A. ~3!

Here b51/kBT is the inverse thermal energy (kB denoting
Boltzmann’s constant! and

Ui j 5~12 1
2 d i j !(

l 51

Ni

(
k51

Nj

Vi j ~ urW l
i2rWk

j u! ~4!

is the total potential energy of the counterions and salt i
provided the phosphate groups are at positions$rWn

p%(n
51, . . . ,Np). Finally the prefactor 1/Z in Eq. ~3! ensures
correct normalization,̂1&51. Note that the density profile
r j (rW) also depend parametrically on the positions$rWn

p% of all
the fixed phosphate groups (n51, . . . ,Np).

Now we define the total effective forceFW i per pitch length
acting onto thei th DNA molecule (i 51, . . . ,N). As known
from earlier work @63,64,11,65# it contains three different
parts

FW i5FW i
(1)1FW i

(2)1FW i
(3) . ~5!

The first term,FW i
(1) , is the direct Coulomb force acting ont

all phosphate groups belonging to one helical turn of thei th
DNA molecule as exerted from the phosphate groups of
the other DNA molecules,

FW i
(1)52(

k
8 S ¹W rW

k
p (
n51;nÞk

Np

Vpp~ urWk
p2rWn

pu!D , ~6!

where the sum(k8 only runs over ten phosphates belongi
to one helical turn of thei th DNA molecule. This term is a
trivial sum of direct interactions.

The second termFW i
(2) involves the electric part of the

interaction between the phosphate groups and the coun
ons and salt ions. Its statistical definition is

FW i
(2)52(

k
8 S K (

i 5c,1,2
(
l 51

Ni

¹W rW
k
pVpi~ urWk

p2rW l
i u!L D ~7!

and describes screening of the bare Coulomb interaction~6!
by the counterions and salt ions.
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PRE 62 5545EFFECTIVE INTERACTION BETWEEN HELICAL . . .
Finally, the third termFW i
(3) describes a contact~or deple-

tion! force arising from the hard-sphere part inVpi(r ) and
Vi

0( i 5c,1,2). It can be expressed as an integral over
molecular surfaceSi associated with the excluded volum
per one helical turn of thei th DNA molecule,

FW i
(3)52kBTE

Si

d fWS (
j 5c,1,2

r j~rW ! D , ~8!

where fW is a surface normal vector pointing outwards t
DNA molecule. This depletion term is usually neglected
any linear electrostatic treatment but becomes actually
portant for strong Coulomb couplingGpc as conveniently
defined by@11,66,65#

Gpc5Uqp

qc
U 2lB

dp1dc
, ~9!

with the Bjerrum lengthlB5qc
2e2/ekBT. WhenGpc is much

larger than one, the Coulomb interaction dominates ther
interactions and counterion condensation may occur.
DNA molecules this is relevant asdp1dc5426 Å and
lB57.14 Å for a monovalent counterion in water at roo
temperature, resulting in a coupling parameterGpc larger
than one.

Our final target quantity is the total torque per pitch leng
acting onto thei th DNA molecule. Its componentMi along
thez direction~with unit vectoreW z) can also be decompose
into three parts,

Mi5Mi
(1)1Mi

(2)1Mi
(3) , ~10!

with

Mi
(1)52eW z•(

k
8 rWk

p3S ¹W rW
k
p (
n51;nÞk

Np

Vpp~ urWk
p2rWn

pu!D ,

~11!

Mi
(2)52eW z•(

k

8

rWk
p3S K (

i 5c,1,2
(
l 51

Ni

¹W rW
k
pVpi~ urWk

p2rW l
i u!L D ,

~12!

and

Mi
(3)5kBTeW z•ESi

d fW3rWS (
j 5c,1,2

r j~rW ! D . ~13!

IV. COMPUTER SIMULATION

Our computer simulation was performed within a simp
setup which is schematically shown in Fig. 2. We consi
two parallel DNA molecules in a cubic box of lengthL with
periodic boundary conditions in all three directions. No
that, the periodicity inx and y directions ensures infinite
repetitions of DNA molecules outside simulation cell. Th
we are dealing with a finite concentration of DNA, rath
than with an isolated pair of DNA molecules.L is chosen to
be three times the pitch lengthP such that there areNp
5120 phosphate charges in the box. The number of cou
e

-

al
or

r

e-

rionsNc5120 in the box is fixed by charged neutrality whi
the number of salt ionsNs is governed by its concentratio
Cs . The separation vector between the centers of the
molecules points along thex direction of the simulation box.
The relative orientation is described according to our no
tion presented in Sec. II, see again Fig. 1.

We performed a standard molecular dynamic~MD! code
with the velocity Verlet algorithm@67#. System parameter
used in our simulations are listed in Table II. The time st
Dt of the simulation was typically chosen to b
1022Amdm

3 /e2, with m denoting the~fictitious! mass of the
mobile ions, such that the reflection of counterions followi
the collision with the surface of DNA core cylinder an
phosphates is calculated with high precision. For every
the state of the system was checked during the simula
time. This was done by monitoring the temperature, aver
velocity, the distribution function of velocities, and the tot
potential energy of the system. On average it took about4

FIG. 2. Schematic view of the setup: Two cylindrically shap

DNA molecules with a distanceR at positionsRW 1 andRW 2 are placed
parallel to thez axis inside a cube of lengthL. The large gray
spheres are counterions of diameterdc . The black spheres of diam
eterdp , connected by the solid line, are phosphate charges on

cylindrical surface of diameterD. P is the pitch of DNA. ArraysrWp

and rWc point to positions of phosphates and counterions. For
sake of clarity, the positions of added salt ions are not shown. Th
are periodic boundary conditions in all three directions.

TABLE II. Parameters used for the different simulation run
The Debye screening lengthlD , as defined by Eq.~15!, and the
Coulomb couplingGpc are also given.

Run dc(Å) dp(Å) Ns Cs(M ) lD(Å) Gpc

A 1 0.2 9.6 12
B 2 2 9.6 3.6
C 2 6 9.6 1.8
D 1 0.2 15 0.025 8.6 12
E 1 0.2 60 0.1 6.8 12
F 1 0.2 120 0.2 5.6 12
G 1 0.2 440 0.73 3.3 12
H 1 0.2 1940 3.23 1.7 12
I 2 2 120 0.2 5.6 3.6
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5546 PRE 62E. ALLAHYAROV AND H. LÖ WEN
MD steps to get into equilibrium. Then during 53104–5
3106 time steps, we gathered statistics to perform the
nonical averages for calculated quantities.

The long-ranged nature of the Coulomb interaction w
numerically treated via the efficient method proposed by
kner @68#. A summary of this method is given in Append
A. In order to save CPU time, the Lekner forces between p
particles were tabulated in a separate code before ente
into the main MD cycle. The tabulation on a 5103510
3510 grid with spatial step50.1 Å was done in the fol-
lowing manner. The first particle was fixed at the orig
~0,0,0! while the second charge was successively embed
on sites of the generated grid. Then the force compon
acting onto the first charge were calculated via the Lek
method. A force data file was created which was used a
common input for all subsequent MD runs. To decrease e
coming from a finite grid length, the forces in the simulatio
were calculated using the four-step focusing technique@69#.

V. LINEAR SCREENING THEORY

Linear screening theory can be used to get explicit a
lytical expressions for the effective interactions between
lical biomolecules. These kind of theories, however, sho
only work for weak Coulomb coupling and thus represen
further approximation to the primitive model. Depending
the form of the fixed charge pattern characterizing the b
molecules, one obtains different approximations.

A. Homogeneously charged cylinder

The simplest approach is to crudely describe the biom
ecule as a homogeneously charged cylinder. In this case
effective interaction force per pitch length between two p
allel rods reads@25#

FW [FW (HC)5
2l2PlDK1~r /lD!

e~D/2!2K1
2@D/~2lD!#

rW

r
. ~14!

Here r is the axis-to-axis separation distance between cy
ders,lD is the Debye-Hu¨ckel screening length fixed by

lD5A ekBT

4pg@nc~qce!21n1~q1e!21n2~q2e!2#
,

~15!

where the factorg512Vcyl /V is a correction due to the fac
that the mobile ions cannot penetrate into the cylindric co
which excludes a total volumeVcyl . Furthermore,K1(x) is a
Bessel function of imaginary argument. Obviously, t
torque is zero for this charge pattern.

B. Yukawa segment model

It is straightforward to generalize the traditional Deby
Hückel approach to a general charge pattern resulting
-
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Yukawa-segment~YS! model @27,70–74#. One phosphate
charge interacts with another phosphate charge via an e
tive Yukawa potential@75#

U~r !5
~qpz!2e2

er
exp~2r /lD!. ~16!

Here,z describes a size correction due to the excluded v
ume of the phosphate groups. This term is assumed to b
the traditional Derjaguin-Landau-Verwey-Overbeek~DLVO!
form

z5exp~r p* lD!/~11r p* lD!, ~17!

where r p* 5(dp1dc)/2 is an effective phosphate radius fo
the phosphate counterion interaction. We remark that non
ear screening effects and the excluded volume of the cylin
can also be incorporated by replacing the bare phosp
chargeqp with an effective phosphate chargeqp* @27,71,76#.

Using the same notation as in Sec. III, the total effect
force per pitch length acting onto thei th biomolecule is

FW i[FW i
(YS)52(

k
8 ¹W rW

k
p (
n51;nÞk

Np

U~ urWk
p2rWn

pu! ~18!

within in the Yukawa segment model where the sum(8 has
the same meaning as in Eq.~6!. Note that the contact term
~8! is typically neglected in linear screening theory. Furth
more, the effective torque per pitch length is

Mi[Mi
(YS)52eW z•(

k
8 rWk

p3S ¹W rW
k
p (
n51;nÞk

Np

U~ urWk
p2rWn

pu!D .

~19!

There are also analytical expressions for the equilibrium d
sity profiles of the mobile ions involving a linear superpo
tion of Yukawa orbitals around the phosphate charges@77#
which, however, we will not discuss further in the sequel

C. Kornyshev-Leikin theory

The linear Debye-Hu¨ckel screening theory was recent
developed further and modified to account for dielectric d
continuities and counterion adsorption in the grooves of
DNA molecule by Kornyshev and Leikin~KL ! @60,78–81#.
An analytical expression for the effective pair potent
VKL(R,f) per pitch length between two parallel rods
separationR with relative orientationf was given for sepa-
rations larger thanR.D1lD . Here we only discuss the
leading contribution in the special case of no dielectric d
continuity which reads

VKL~R,f!5
8Pl2

eD2 (
n52`

`

~21!n
Pn

2cos~nf!K0~knR!

kn
2~12bn!2@Kn8~knD/2!#2

~20!

and corresponds to the interaction of helices whose stra
form continuously charged helical lines. In Eq.~20!,

bn5
ng

kn

Kn~knD/2!I n8~ngD/2!

Kn8~knD/2!I n~ngD/2!
, ~21!
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kn5A1/lD
2 1~ng!2, g5

2p

P
, ~22!

Kn and I n are modified Bessel functions ofnth order, and
Kn8(x)5dKn(x)/dx, I n8(x)5dIn(x)/dx.

We emphasize that the KL theory does not assumea pri-
ori the double helical phosphate charge pattern as define
Sec. II. There are rather more possible charge patterns
sidered, including a condensation of counterions in the mi
and major groove along the phosphate strands, and on
cylinder as a whole. This involves four phenomenologi
parameters as a further input for the KL theory which ma
a direct comparison to the simulation data difficult. In fa
for the charge pattern given in Sec. II, the KL theory redu
to the Yukawa-segment model.

In detail, the charge pattern is characterized by the fo
factor Pn ,

Pn5~12 f 12 f 22 f 3!udn,0

1 f 1u1 f 2~21!nu2~12 f 3u!cos~nfs!.

Here dn,m is the Kronecker’s delta function;u is the first
phenomenological input parameter which describes the f
tion of counterions that are condensed on the whole cylin
The three numbersf i denote the fractions of counterions
the middle of the minor groove (f 1), in the middle of the
major groove (f 2), and on the phosphate strands (f 3) with
respect to all condensed counterions. We note that the su
Eq. ~20! rapidly converges, such that it can safely be tru
cated forunu.2. It is straightforward to obtain the effectiv
force and torque per pitch length between two molecu
from Eq. ~20! by taking gradients with respect toR andf.

VI. RESULTS FOR POINTLIKE CHARGES AND NO
ADDED SALT

In what follows, we consider the set-up of two paral
biomolecules with periodic boundary conditions show
in Fig. 2. We projectedFW 1 onto the vectorRW , defining F

5FW 1•(RW 12RW 2)/uRW 12RW 2u. Hence a negative sign ofF im-
plies attraction, and a positive sign repulsion. The torque
given for the first DNA molecule, henceM[M1. We start
with the case of no added salt. First, we assume the cou
ion and phosphate diameters to be small, in order to form
investigate the system with a high coupling parameterGpc
.10.

A. Distribution of the counterions around the DNA molecules

We calculated the equilibrium density field~2! of the
counterions in the vicinity of the DNA molecules by com
puter simulation. In detail, we considered three differe
paths to show the counterion density profile around the
DNA molecule: along a phosphate strand and along the
nor and major groove. In order to reduce the statistical e
we course grained this density field further in a finite volum
which is illustrated in Fig. 3.

This volume is winding around the molecules with
height j and width d. We choosej53.4 Å andd52 Å
in
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1dc/2. In Fig. 4 we plot this coarse-grained density fie
rc(w) versus the azimuthal angle anglew from 0° to 360°
where w is 0°, respectively, 360° in the inner region b
tween the DNA molecules.

FIG. 3. A schematic picture to explain the procedure of cou
terion density calculations along one pitch length of a DNA m
ecule. The filled circles connected with the solid line are phosph
groups. The shaded areas correspond to a path along the m
groove and along one phosphate strand. The considered volum
a heightj and widthd. The neighboring DNA molecule is assume
to be on the right-hand side.

FIG. 4. Equilibrium counterion density profilerc(w) in units of
1/hDd versus the azimuthal anglew for the parameters of run A
f50° and a rod separation ofR530 Å. Solid line: counterion
density profile along a phosphate strand~due to symmetry, the
counterion density profiles on the two phosphate strands are
same!. Dashed line: counterion density profile along the ma
groove. Dot-dashed line: counterion density profile along the mi
groove.
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Obviously, the counterion density profile has maxima
the neighborhood of the fixed phosphate charges. Furt
more, the concentration of counterions is higher in the mi
than in the major grooves with thew dependence reflectin
again the position of the phosphate charges. Also in the in
region between the two DNA molecules, there are on av
age more counterions than in the outside region.

B. Nearly touching configurations

Let us now consider very small surface-to-surface sep
tions between the DNA molecules. In this case one exp
that the dependence of the forces and torques on the rel
orientationf is most pronounced. For such nearly touchi
configurations, however, the discreteness of the phosp
charges, as embodied in the parameterf0, strongly influ-
ences the results as well. The qualitative behavior of thef
dependence can be understood from Fig. 5. Here two to
ing DNA molecules are shown for different relative orient
tionsf where the phosphate strands are schematically dr
as continuous lines. For certain anglesf that we call touch-
ing angles, two neighboring phosphate charges hit e
other. Possible touching angles aref536°,180°,324°. Iff0
is chosen to be zero, then two point charges are oppo
each other directly. Hence a strong dependence onf and on
f0 is expected near touching angles.

Results from computer simulation and YS theory are p
sented in Fig. 6. The parameters are from run A~see Table
II ! but with dc50.8 Å. The surface-to-surface separation
h52 Å.

For touching angles the interaction force becom
strongly repulsive. The strongest repulsion is achieved
f5180° since two phosphate strands are meeting simu
neously. For relative orientations different from a touchi
angle, the force becomes smaller and can be both, attra
and repulsive. YS theory always predicts a repulsive for
Again there are strong peaks for touching angles in qua

FIG. 5. Schematic picture of a DNA-DNA configuration fo
close separation distances. The abscissa corresponds to the ro
angle of the first DNA molecule. The second DNA molecule
fixed.
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tive agreement with the simulation. The actual numbers p
dicted by the YS theory, however, are much too large and
by a factor of 6–7 around touching angles.

The torque shows an even richer structure as a functio
f. Near a touching angle it exhibits three zeroes correspo
ing to an unstable minimum exactly at the touching an
and two stable minima near the touching angles. The
theory shows two times larger values for the torque as co
pared to the simulation data.

A qualitatively different force-angle behavior is observ
for a larger counterion diameter. Results fordc51 Å are
shown in Fig. 7.

Here at touching angles, the interaction force is attract
The physical reason for that are the contact forces as g
by Eq. ~8!. Caused by the larger counterion diameter, co
terions are stronger depleted in the zone between the D
molecules. The torque has qualitatively the same behavio
before.

We emphasize that the results do also depend strongl
f0. For f0518°, for instance, the forceF practically van-
ishes for any relative orientationf as compared to the sam
data forf050°.

C. Distance-resolved forces

We now discuss in more detail the distance-resolved
fective forces. For the parameters of run A, simulation
sults forF are presented in Fig. 8.

For f050, the force depends on the relative orientationf
up to a surface-to-surface separationh'6 Å in accordance
with Fig. 7. On the other hand, forf0518°, there is nof

tion

FIG. 6. Interaction forceF ~left y axis! and torqueM ~right y
axis! for fixed surface distanceh52 Å versus relative orientation
f in degrees. The unit of the force isF05(e/4D)2. The solid
~dashed! line is the simulation result forF(M ) while the dot-dashed
~dotted! line is data from the YS theory forF(M ). f0 is chosen to
be zero. The counterion diameter isdc50.8 Å.
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dependence at all for any separation. This supports the
clusion of previous works@57,55# that the effect of discrete
ness of the DNA phosphate charges on the counterion
centration profile is small in general and dwindles a f
Angstroms from the DNA surface. In fact, forh.6 Å, there
is neither af nor af0 dependence of the force, and the to
force is repulsive.

FIG. 7. Same as Fig. 6 but now fordc51 Å.

FIG. 8. Effective interaction forceF acting onto a DNA pair
versus the center-to-center distanceR. The solid line is forf0

518°. In this case there is no significantf dependence. The mean
ing of the symbols that correspond tof050 is circles,f5180°;
squares,f536°; triangles,f545°.
n-

n-

l Furthermore, we compare our simulation results with
prediction of linear screening theories in Fig. 9. First of a
our simulation data for the total force~solid circles! are de-
composed into the electrostatic partF (1)1F (2) ~diamonds!
and the contact~or depletion! partF (3) ~open circles!. While
the latter is strongly repulsive, the electrostatic part is attr
tive such that the net force is repulsive. Linear screen
theories aim to describe the pure electrostatic force only

As is seen from the plot in Fig. 9, the contact force ha
nonmonotonic behavior. The physical reason for this is
follows: For decreasing separationsR, more and more coun
terions are attracted towards the inner region between
molecules leading to a contact force that is increasing w
decreasing distance. Then a threshold at'26 Å is reached
where the counterions in the inner region start to feel th
mutual repulsion. This, in turn, depletes the zone betw
the molecules from counterions resulting in a decreas
contact force upon further decreasing the distanceR.

Results for linear screening theories on different levels
also collected in Fig. 9. If one compares with thetotal force,
the prediction obtained by a homogeneously charged cy
der is repulsive and off by a factor of roughly 1.5. A sim
lation with a homogeneously charged rod yields perf
agreement with linear screening theory since the Coulo
coupling is strongly reduced as the rod charges are now
the inner part of the cylinder. The Yukawa-segment theory
repulsive and off by a factor of 3. It is understandable th
the YS model leads to a stronger repulsion than the char
cylinder model as the separation of the phosphate charge
the inner region between the DNA molecules is shorter th
the rod center separation.

FIG. 9. Theoretical and simulation results for interaction forceF
versus separation distanceR. The unit of the force isF0

5(e/4D)2. The parameters are from run A andf0518°. Symbols:
d, simulation data for all DNA rotation angles;s, the entropic part

FW (3); L, the pure electrostatic part (FW (1)1FW (2)). Solid line: YS
theory. Dot-dashed line: homogeneously charged cylinder mo
Dashed line: the predictions of KL theory withf 150.1,f 250.1,f 3

50.7,u50.71.
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The Kornyshev-Leikin theory requires four counterio
condensation fractionsu, f 1 , f 2 , f 3 as an input. We have
tried to determine these parameters from our simulation
order to get a direct comparison without any fitting proc
dure. In order to do so, we introduce a shell around
cylinder of widthd and determineu as the fraction of coun-
terions which are contained within this shell. The number
ions in the shell is just meant as a measure for the pres
of ions in the neighborhood of the surface. The actual va
for d is somewhat arbitrary; we first took a microscopic sh
of width d52 Å1dc/2 ~thus d52.5 Å for run A andd
53 Å for runs B and C! as defined in Sec. VI A. Data foru
versus the rod separation are included in Fig. 10 for th
different combinations of counterion and phosphate dia
eters. It becomes evident that the fractionu of condensed
counterions decreases with the rod distance but saturat
large separations.u also depends on the size of the coun
rions and phosphate charges. Additionally for large surfa
to-surface separations,h.2lB , we counted counterion
within both d52 Å1dc/2 and d5lB57.1 Å shells. For
the latter case, the condensation fractionu does not depend
from separation distance and is constant for different com
nation of phosphate and counterion sizes; see the horizo
line u50.71 in Fig. 10. This value ofu is comparable with
Manning’s condensation parameter@82,83# u051
2uqcu/llB50.76, which is the fraction of monovalent cou
terions approximately 7 Å beyond the surface of cylindric
DNA ~and typically 17 Å from helix axis! @1,38#. Our data
are also in semiquantitative accordance with other comp
simulations@38# and nuclear magnetic resonance~NMR! ex-
periments which show that the condensed counterion f

FIG. 10. The condensation parameteru versus separation dis
tance R. From top to bottom: solid line, run A (dc51 Å, dp

50.2 Å); dot-dashed line, run B (dc52 Å, dp52 Å); dashed
line, run C (dc52 Å, dp56 Å). The horizontal line atu50.71
indicates the saturation value at large distances for a largerd5 l B

57.1 Å. This saturation value is the same for runs A, B, and C
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tions are in the range of 0.65 to 0.85@84# or 0.53 to 0.57
@85,45#.

According to our results for the counterion density dist
bution ~see Fig. 4! we fix the minor and major groove frac
tions to f 150.1,f 250.1, and the strand fraction tof 350.7.
Thus, (12 f 12 f 22 f 3)50.1 is the fraction of the condense
counterions which is distributed neither on the phospha
strands nor on the minor and major grooves. The force in
theory depends sensitively onu but is rather insensitive with
respect tof 1 , f 2 , f 3, andf. If the Bjerrum length is taken as
a width for the condensed counterions,u50.71, then the KL
theory underestimates the total force. If, on the other han
reduced value ofu50.545 is heuristically assumed, then th
KL theory reproduces the total force quite well.

A serious problem of the comparison with linear scree
ing theories is that the contact term is not incorporated in
theory apart from recent modifications@86,64#. In fact, one
should better compare the pure electrostatic part which
attractive in the simulation. Consequently, none of the lin
screening theories is capable to describe the force well. T
is due to the neglection of correlations and fluctuations
linear screening theories. From a more pragmatic point
view, however, one may state that a suitable charge re
malization leads to quantitative agreement with thetotal
force. In fact, all three theories yield perfect agreement if
phosphate charges, respectively, the condensation param
u, are taken as a fit parameter. For instance, the YS mo
yields perfect agreement with the simulation for distanc
larger than 26 Å if in Eq.~16! a renormalized phosphat
chargeqp* 520.6e is taken replacing the bare chargeqp .
Thus, only two model parameters (lD andqp! are sufficient
to describe the interaction satisfactorily which isa priori not
evident. But this is still unsatisfactory from a more princip
point a view.

VII. RESULTS FOR THE GROOVED MODEL

The groove structure of DNA is expected to be of incre
ing significance as one approaches its surface@87#. We in-
corporate this in our model by increasing the phosphate
ameter towardsdp52 Å ~run B! and dp56 Å ~run C!.
Results for the condensation parameteru are shown in Fig.
10. u is decreasing with increasingdp since the coupling
parameterGpc is decreasing which weakens counterion bin
ing to the phosphate groups. Also the qualitative shape of
counterion density profiles depends sensitively on the gro
nature as can be deduced from Fig. 11 as compared to Fi
The counterion density along the phosphate strands now
hibits minima at the phosphate charge positions while it w
maximal there in Fig. 4. Furthermore, the counterion dens
in the minor grooves is now higher than along the stran
due to the geometrical constraints for the counterion po
tions which is similar to results of Ref.@55#. In fact, recent
x-ray diffraction@88–90# and NMR spectroscopy@91,92# ex-
periments, as well as molecular mechanics@93,94# and
Monte Carlo simulations@5# suggest that monovalent cation
selectively partition into the minor groove. This effect
present also in our simple model and can thus already
understood from electrostatics and thermostatics.

An increasing phosphate and counterion size increases
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effective forces which is shown in Fig. 12. Here, asf0 was
chosen to be 18°, there is no notable dependence on
relative orientationf. A similar behavior was observed in
hexagonally ordered DNA system via Monte Carlo calcu
tions @24#. This is understandable as counterion screenin
becoming less effective. We have tried to fit the simulat
data using a renormalized charge in the YS theory. A go
fit was obtained for large separations while there are incre
ing deviations at shorter distances. This is different from
results for small ion sizes also shown in Fig. 12 where the
was valid over the whole range of separations. The adj
able parameterqp* is shown versus the effective phospha
radius r p* of the YS model in the inset of Fig. 12. It i
increasing with increasingr p* in qualitative agreement with
charge renormalization models@95#.

We also note that the physical nature of the electrost
part of the interaction force undergoes a transformation u
decreasing the coupling parameterGpc . For strong coupling,
Gpc512 ~run A!, the electrostatic partF (1)1F (2) is attrac-
tive ~see Fig. 9!. For moderate coupling,Gpc53.6 ~run B!, it
is nearly zero for all distances. Finally, for weak couplin
Gpc51.8 ~run C! the electrostatic part is elsewhere repulsiv
The entropic partF (3) for these three runs is always repu
sive and does not undergo a significant change.

VIII. RESULTS FOR ADDED SALT

Interactions involving nucleic acids are strongly depe
dent on salt concentration. Indeed, the strength of bind
constants can change by orders of magnitude with only sm
changes in ionic strength@96,97#. Our simulations show a
similar strong salt impact on the interaction force.

When salt ions are added, there is a competition betw
two effects. The first one is the increasing of the direct

FIG. 11. Same as Fig. 4 but now for run C andf545°, d
53 Å.
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pulsion between molecules as a consequence ofdelocalizing
the condensed counterions. The second stems from the
motic pressure of added salt that pushes the salt ions to
cupy the inner molecular region and toscreenthe DNA-
DNA repulsion. As we shall show below, these two effec
result in a novel non monotonic behavior of the force a
function of salt concentration.

Simulation results forF versus distance for increasing sa
concentration are presented in Fig. 13. In our simulatio
counterions and equally charged salt ions are indistingu
able. We taked15d25dc ,uq1u5uq2u5e. It can be con-
cluded from Fig. 13 that even a small amount of salt io
~line 1, run D, Cs50.025M ) significantly enhances the
DNA-DNA repulsion ~compare with the dashed line corre
sponding to run A,Cs50M ). Upon increasing the salt con
centration, at large separations,h.10 Å, the screening is
increased in accordance with the linear theory. However
intermediate and nearly touching separations, a nonmo
tonic behavior as a function of salt concentration is obser
as illustrated in the inset of Fig. 13. In the inset, the ma
mum ofF occurs forCs50.2M . The physical reason for tha
is that added salt ions first delocalize bound counteri
which leads to a stronger repulsion. Upon further increas
the salt concentration, the electrostatic screening is enha
again and the force gets less repulsive. In order to sup
this picture we show typical microion configurations and
vestigate also the fractionu of condensed counterions as
function of salt concentration.

Simulation snapshots are given in Fig. 14, where the
sitions of the mobile ions are projected onto thexy plane. A

FIG. 12. Interaction forceF versus separation distanceR. The
open circles are simulation data for all relative orientationsf with
f0518°. From bottom to top:dc51 Å, dp50.2 Å ~run A!; dc

52 Å, dp52 Å ~run B!; dc52 Å, dp56 Å ~run C!. The
dashed lines are fits by the YS model. From bottom to top: fit
the parameters of run A withqp* 520.6e; fit for the parameters of
run B with qp* 520.75e; fit for the parameters of run C withqp*
520.85e. The inset is the variation of the renormalized phosph
chargeqp* versus effective phosphate radiusr p* .
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5552 PRE 62E. ALLAHYAROV AND H. LÖ WEN
comparison of the salt-free case@Fig. 14~a!# with that of
moderate salt concentration@Cs50.2M , Fig. 14~b!# reveals
that the total number of condensed counterions decre
with increasingCs . Furthermore, forCs50.2M @Fig. 14~b!#,
there are no coions in the inner DNA-DNA region. Th
coions do not effectively participate in screening. Con
quently, the DNA-DNA interaction, due to delocalization
counterions, will be enhanced. Contrary to that, forCs

50.73M @Fig. 14~c!# the salt coions and counterions ent
into the inner DNA-DNA region and effectively screen th
interaction force.

Further information is gained from the fractionu of con-
densed counterions which is plotted as a function ofR for
different salt concentrationsCs in Fig. 15. We defineu as the
ratio of the net charge in terms of an elementary cha
within the shell ofd with respect to the total number o
counterions stemming from the molecule. AsCs increases,
the saturation ofu occurs at smaller distances. In the inset
Fig. 15 a nonmonotonic behavior ofu as a function of the
added salt concentration is visible which again is a cl
signature of the scenario discussed above.

To understand the nonmonotonicity better, we perform
additional simulations for a single DNA molecule
monovalent salt, runs D–H. As a result, the nonmonotonic
is present also for a single DNA if the shell widthd is not
larger than 10 Å. The smallerd, the most pronounced th
nonmonotonicity. We have also performed simulation fo
homogeneously charged rod. In this case, as the Coul
coupling is much smaller, the nonmonotonicity ofu(Cs)
vanishes. One can conclude that the nonmonotonicity
u(Cs) is a consequence of the high Coulomb coupling, sin

FIG. 13. Interaction forceF acting onto a DNA pair versus
distance forf50° and f0518°. The unit of the force isF0

5(e/4D)2. The solid lines are for increasing salt concentration:
run D; 2, run E; 3, run F; 4, run G; 5, run H. Dashed line: referen
data without salt from run A. The inset shows the force versus
concentration at fixed separationR526 Å.
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Gpc512 for a DNA molecule andGpc50.7 for a charged
rod.

The increase ofu above a certain threshold of salt co
centration is mainly due to a counterion accumulation o
side the grooves. A similar trend was predicted by Poiss
Boltzmann @98# and Monte Carlo@61,47# calculations in
different models.

More details of the forces and the comparison to line
screening theories are shown in Figs. 16, 17, and 18. For
F, the different parts of the total force are presented in F

,
e
lt

FIG. 14. Two-dimensional microion snapshots projected to
plane perpendicular to the helices forf50°, fo518°, R530 Å.
The filled circles are the positions of the counterions and posi
salt ions; the open circles are the positions for the negative salt
~coions!. a, run A; b, run F;c, run G.
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16. As compared to the salt-free case~Fig. 9! the pure elec-
trostatic part is again attractive but much smaller, while
depletion part is repulsive and dominates the total force.
three linear models, homogeneously charged cylinder mo
YS, and KL theory, underestimate the force. Note that

FIG. 15. Same as Fig. 10, but now with added salt. Symbols:n,
run A; d, run D;s, run E;L, run F; *, run G;3, run H. The inset
showsu for fixed distance as a function of salt concentration: so
line, for R526 Å; dashed line, forR530 Å.

FIG. 16. Same as Fig. 9 but now for run F andf50°, f0

518°. The KL theory was adjusted tof 150.1,f 250.1,f 350.7,u
50.71. The results for KL theory and homogeneously charged
inder models coincide exactly.
e
ll
el,
e

KL theory with au parameter corresponding to a widthd of
one Bjerrum length and the homogeneously charged cylin
model give the same results. Again with a suitable scaling
the prefactor by introducing a renormalized phosph
chargeqp* , respectively, by fitting the condensed fractionu,
one can achieve good agreement with the simulation data
distances larger than 24 Å. The fitting parameterqp* used
for the YS model is21.1e, while the optimal condensed
fractionu for the KL theory is 0.2. The optimal renormalize
phosphate chargeqp* is shown versus salt concentration

l-

FIG. 17. Fitted renormalized phosphate chargeqp* in the YS
model versus the Debye screening lengthlD for runs D–H.

FIG. 18. Same as Fig. 9 but now for run I andf50°, f0

518°. The KL theory was adjusted tof 150.1,f 250.1,f 350.7,u
50.71. Note that the KL and homogeneously charged cylin
models produce the same curves.
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Fig. 17. Note that the usual DLVO size correction factorz is
already incorporated in the interaction, so what one sees
actual deviations from the DLVO theory. The renormaliz
chargeqp* increases with increasingCs which is consistent
with the works of Delrowet al. @73# and Stigter@27#. If one
simulates the force within the homogeneously charged
model, one finds good agreement with our simulation d
for large separations. Consequently, the details of the ch
pattern do not matter for large salt concentrations.

We also note that our simulations give no notable dep
dence of the force on the relative orientationf for h
.6 Å. Only for small separations,h,6 Å there is a slight
dependence in agreement with Ref.@57#.

Finally we show the influence of the ion and phosph
size on the effective force~for the parameters of run I! in
Fig. 18. The electrostatic part of the force is now repuls
but the total force is still dominated by the depletion part.
far as the comparison to linear screening theories is c
cerned, one may draw similar conclusions as for Fig. 16. T
fitting parameterqp* needed to describe the long-distance b
havior within the YS model does not depend sensitively
the phosphate and ion sizes. With a suitable scaling of
prefactor one can achieve good agreement with the sim
tion data for distance larger than 26 Å. The fitting parame
qp* used for the YS model is21.1e, while the optimal con-
densed fractionu for the KL theory is 0.19. Here again
simulations of the homogeneously charged cylinder mo
are in good agreement with our results obtained for a dou
stranded DNA molecule.

IX. COMMENTS AND CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion, we have calculated the interaction betw
two parallel B-DNA molecules within a ‘‘primitive’’ model.
In particular, we focused on the distance- and orientati
resolved effective forces and torques as a function of
concentration. Our main conclusions are as follows.

First, the interaction force for larger separations is rep
sive and dominated by microion depletion. The orientatio
dependence induced by the internal helical charge patte
short-ranged decaying within a typical surface-to-surfa
separation of 6 Å. For shorter separations there is a sig
cant dependence on the relative orientationf and on the
discreteness of the charge distribution along the strands.
function off, the force can be both attractive and repulsi
This may lead to unusual phase behavior in smectic layer
parallel DNA molecules. Details of the molecular shape a
counterion size are important for small separations as w
The torque is relatively small except for small separatio
where it exhibits a complicatedf dependence.

Second, as a function of added salt concentration we
dict a nonmonotonic behavior of the force induced by a co
petition between delocalization of condensed counteri
and enhanced electrostatic screening. This effect can in p
ciple be verified in experiments.

Third, linear screening theories describe the simulat
data qualitatively but not quantitatively. Having in mind th
the total force is dominated by the depletion term which
typically neglected in linear screening theory, such theo
need improvement. On the other hand, the different theo
re
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predict the correct long-distance behavior, if a phenome
logical fit parameter—as the renormalized phosphate cha
qp* for the Yukawa-segment model or the condensation fr
tion u for the Kornyshev-Leikin model—is introduced. Th
Yukawa-segment model can even predict the orientatio
dependence of the force and the torque at smaller dista
in the case of small counterion and phosphate sizes. Hen
phenomenological Yukawa segment model can be used
statistical description of the phase behavior of many para
DNA strands in a smectic layer.

Future work should focus on an analysis for divale
counterions which are expected to lead to a qualitatively
ferent behavior since the Coulomb coupling is enhan
strongly in this case. Also, one should step by step incre
the complexity of the model in order to take effects such
dielectric discontinuities@38,41,27,99#, chemical bindings of
counterions in the grooves, and discrete polarizable solv
into account.
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APPENDIX: LEKNER SUMMATION METHOD
FOR FORCES

In our simulations we account for the long-range nature
the Coulomb interactions via the efficient method propos
by Lekner@68#. This method has been successfully appli
to partially periodic systems@14,100#. For an assembly ofN
ions in a central cubic cell of dimensionL, the Coulomb
force FW i

(c) exerted onto particlei by particle j, and by all
repetitions of particlej in the periodic system, is

FW i
(c)5

qiqj

e (
all cells

rW i2rW j

urW i2rW j u3
. ~A1!

Because ofx,y,z symmetry it is sufficient to consider onl
one component of the force. For thex component of the
force we have

FW ix
(c)5

qiqj

eL2
8p(

l 51

`

l sinS 2p l
Dx

L D (
m52`

`

(
n52`

`

3K0H 2p l F S Dy

L
1mD 2

1S Dz

L
1nD 2G1/2J . ~A2!

Here, Dx5xi2xj , Dy5yi2yj , Dz5zi2zj , and K0(z) is
the modified Bessel function of zero order.

For a pair of particles not aligned parallel to thex axis, the
convergence of the sum in Eq.~A2! is fast. Thus an evalua
tion of just 20 terms in the sum is enough to get a part-p
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million accuracy. The convergence becomes worse when
multaneouslyuDyu,d and uDzu,d(d!L) for the casem
505n. The number of terms needed in the sum for a
sired accuracy increases rapidly with increasingd.

If the particles are aligned parallel to thex axis such that
uDyu1uDzu[0, the sum in Eq.~A2! diverges withm50

5n. For this particular caseFW ix is
io-

.M

us

k

-

, J
,

, J
si-

-
FW ix

(c)5
qiqj

eL2

8p

A2
(
l 51

`

l sinS 2p l
Dx

2L D
3 (

m52`

` FK0S 2p lUDx

2L
1mU D1~21! l

3K0S 2p lUDx

2L
1m2sgn~Dx! 1

2U D G . ~A3!
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